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Abstract

Social software such as Wikis and WebLogs have
enabled global knowledge sharing communities to
emerge. As with most of the current Web content, the
knowledge captured is for human consumption only and
too unstructured to allow automated reasoning. On the
other hand, while sharing and reuse of knowledge are
often the goal behind the development of a knowledge
base or ontology, there is still currently little support
even at the level ofa version control system that notifies
users when a module being checked-in has been edited
by someone else. A collaborative learning approach is
introduced' which extends a combined rule and case
based knowledge acquisition technique known as
multiple classification ripple down rules to allow
multiple users to view, define and refine a knowledge
base over time and space.

Keywords: collaboration, knowledge engineering,
ontology engineering, multiple classification ripple down
rules, C-MCRDR.

1. Introduction

Sharing what we hold in our heads is a major
challenge facing postindustrial knowledge economies.
What we know can be articulated and codified into
repositories such as books, databases and knowledge
bases. More recently techniques have emerged for
acquiring softer (or implicit) knowledge using social
software such as Wikis, online Communities of Practice
(CoPs) and WebLogs which also "helps to realize the
original vision of the Web as a space where anyone can
participate" [12, p.2]. However, these disparate
knowledge types, sources, representations and
approaches need to be brought together to leverage their
collective benefits.

I The C-MCRDR approach reported is the work of Vazey
(2007). I have been the academic supervisor for the associated
PhD project on my ARC Linkage/RAACE Grants. Sect.4
largely follows Vazey (2007) but extends her example. Many
thanks to Vazey for her review of this paper, and her kind
permission to report on the work.

In Information Systems (IS), Knowledge Based
Systems (KBS) and the Semantic Web (SW), ontologies
are seen as a way to create a shared conceptualization
and a means to bridge the semantic gap by providing a
set of shared terms and specifying relationships between
the terms such as equivalence, specialization or
generalization. The irony is that most approaches to
ontology development do not support collaborative
ontological engineering as shown in a comparative study
of ontological engineering tools [5]. Ontolingua was an
exception and allowed editing by multiple users but other
users were not notified of changes and who had done
them. More recently Bao and Honavar [1] conducted a
similar study and found that while many of the ontology
editors provide concurrent access control with
transaction oriented locking and in some cases even
rollback, "there is an urgent needfor principled approaches
and flexible tools for allowing individuals to collaboratively
build, refine, and integrate existing ontologies as needed in
specific contexts orfor specific applications" [1, p. 8].

Similarly, traditional approaches to knowledge
engineering, as with use of the traditional Waterfall
model in software engineering, may be appropriate when
the goal is to build a static model of a narrow, well-
defined and well-understood domain but they do not
work well for dynamic domains and evolving knowledge
[7]. While the resulting knowledge model may have been
shared, it was not engineered through incremental
acquisition and refinement of knowledge by multiple
distributed users with different levels of expertise and
conflicting views and knowledge. In summary, "When
this [traditional] process [is] applied to a more flexible domain
like social networks and knowledge communities, it lacks the
opportunity of changing and redefining the chosen knowledge
structures... Often the classical knowledge engineering process
in social networks leads to the contra productive result that the
built knowledge structures, their semantics and meaning are
challenged. ... The problem of maintaining and adapting
knowledge models to flexible needs of the users takes a lot of
effort" [8, p. 166].

Consistent with our experience, the Software
Engineering Body of Knowledge (SWEBOK) project [8]
found that in order to support social networks of people
to collaboratively engineer a knowledge base it is
necessary to:
1. build a shared repository which achieves a common

understanding and structure together with a means of
finding out what projects or problems people are
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working on (providing opportunities for sharing and
reuse);

2. allow people to create content in their own way using
their own terms and concepts;

3. develop a top-down knowledge map in the form of an
ontology to assist people to define and structure their
own concepts within the bigger picture;

4. allow the knowledge nuggets to emerge bottom up, or
top down where appropriate, in an adhoc, immediate
and spontaneous manner.

Additionally, we found the system needs to:
5. support a range of expertise levels, views of the

knowledge and access rights;
6. provide a review process in which users can register

their approval or disagreement;
7. test and keep track of the consistency between all

elements of the knowledge system and notify users
when conflicts occur;

8. be compatible with a wide range of existing systems
and knowledge sources;

9. provide an intuitive, simple and yet structured
knowledge maintenance cycle;

10. support primary ownership and management of the
domain knowledge by domain users, not a third party
such as a knowledge engineer.
Wang and Chen[17] also note that collaborative

knowledge management tool needs to be configurable to
each enterprise allowing changes to the ontology, the
workflow/process of acquiring knowledge and the user
interface over the life of the system.

This paper presents a system design and prototype
which embodies the above 10 requirements. In the next
section the motivation for collaboratively building
knowledge based systems is discussed further. Section 3
describes some approaches to collaboration. Section 4
introduces the approach known as C-MCRDR. Related
work and conclusions are found in Section 5.

2. A case for collaborative KBS

Many philosophers have considered the context-
dependent and socially-situated nature of knowledge
(e.g. [3]). While in the past knowledge based systems
(KBS) may have allowed multiple users to utilise the
knowledge, conflicts were minimised by partitioning the
knowledge base into areas of expertise with one domain
expert responsible for maintenance of that subdomain or
in many cases responsibility for acquisition, maintenance
and verification and validation of the knowledge was
often performed by a trained specialist known as a
knowledge engineer. Multiple sources of expertise have
often been avoided as it was considered too difficult to
resolve the differences [ 11]. However the recent
phenomena of Wikipedia shows that collaborative KA
can lead to richer and well-accepted sources of expertise
despite the fact that "It [Wikipedia] has no editors, no

fact checkers and anyone can contribute an entry - or
delete one. It should have been a recipe for disaster"2.

As shown in the case-driven KA model presented in
Vazey [15], when one party first attempts to teach
another party there can be a good deal of learning
momentum. This can wax and wane according to the first
party's will and capacity to teach, and the second party's
will and capacity to learn. For codified rule-oriented
knowledge organized in a decision tree or mesh, it will
also depend on the granularity of the knowledge
exchanged, e.g. what each party sees as being worthy of
new classifications or otherwise. As time goes on, if the
first party is not learning anything new, and as the
second party continues to learn everything that the first
party has to teach them on the basis of incoming
randomized repetitive cases, the velocity of learning for
the second party will slow dramatically. Before that
point, a party who wants to learn all that there is to learn
in a given domain would be well-advised to seek
alternate sources of knowledge.

Taking a situated view of cognition and learning
thinking and acting are not two separate activities but
thinking is itself an activity the modified further action.
Thus, context in a situated sense is more than just the
environment but occurs at a conceptual level that exists
within a social setting involving such things as activities,
participation, roles, contribution and norms. By
providing a collaborative approach to knowledge
acquisition we capture at least some of the richer social
context. The challenge is how to handle collaboration
process and the inevitable inconsistencies.

3. Handling Collaboration

Solutions to the collaboration issue often involve the
use of database schemas, concept maps or ontologies
which are then aligned, merged or integrated. While
these terms may be used differently by various
researchers, we distinguish alignment as the use of
mappings (e.g. [7]) to identify the correspondence
between concepts in two or more separate ontologies;
merging as combining two or more ontologies to form a
new ontology which still retains some of the identity and
uniqueness of the original ontologies (e.g. (13]) and
integration as combination of two or more ontologies to
become fully integrated to form a new ontology that may
not even resemble the ontologies from which it was
developed. Some use a combination (e.g. ontology
merging and alignment [10], mapping and merging [6]).
The use of core, upper level or reference ontologies, such
as CYC and WordNet is another way in which sharing of
ontologies and associated knowledge is supported [14] as
it allows ontology developers to start from a common set
of concepts and terms.

2http://technology.guardian.co.uk/online/news/0, 12597,133589
2,00.html
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However, we are more concerned with providing a
collaborative process of negotiation and refinement as
the knowledge base and ontology are acquired. For the
past three years we have been involved with developing
a knowledge management solution for a 24-7 follow the
sun call centre in a large multinational ICT organization.
Essentially the problem being investigated is "how can
trouble-shooters achieve rapid access to the minimum
complete set of knowledge required to solve the problem
on hand".

To match problem cases with solution cases we have
chosen to apply the Multiple Classification Ripple Down
Rules (MCRDR) [9] knowledge representation and
acquisition technique. MCRDR uses a rule-based
exception structure. Knowledge acquisition (KA)
requires the user, typically a domain expert, to review
the conclusion assigned by the MCRDR knowledge base
and if they do not agree with the system assigned
conclusion, they enter a new conclusion or choose from
the set of existing conclusions, and select one or more
features (attribute-value pairs) from the case which form
the rule conditions and which differentiate the current
case from the case/s associated with the rules that gave
the invalid conclusion. Each time a rule is added the case
which prompted the new knowledge to be added is
stored in association with that rule and used to assist
with knowledge acquisition and validation of new
knowledge. These cases are known as cornerstone cases.
The use of cases grounds the knowledge in the real world
and provides a knowledge acquisition process that
matches the way experts tend to exercise their expertise.
MCRDR systems have been in commercial use for over
a decade and have found particular success in the field of
pathology [4].
MCRDR supports requirements 2, 3, 4, 8 and 9 by

providing an intuitive and simple technique that includes
case-driven bottom-up and top-down rule-based
knowledge acquisition performed by the domain users.
In this paper we describe a major extension to
MCRDRwhich in addition addresses the other
requirements listed in section 1. A novel knowledge
engineering C-MCRDR approach (Collaborative
Configuration and Classification of a stream of incoming
problem Cases via a set of ConditionNodes linked to
their Classes and associated Conclusions), also known as
7Cs [16], is introduced. The combined case based and
rule based approach acts as a lightweight information
broker where the rules in the knowledge base provide an
index to a wide range of knowledge resources that may
exist both on the organisation's intranet and the
worldwide Internet.

4. A collaborative approach to KA

In the C-MCRDR system [16], a condition mesh
structure is provided, comprising of RuleNodes i.e.
(ConditionNodes) as shown in Figure 1. In this
structure, each parent RuleNode may have multiple child
RuleNodes, and each child RuleNode may have multiple

parents. As well, there is an N-to-N relationship
between Cases and their ConditionNodes (i.e.
RuleNodes); an N-to-N relationship between the
ConditionNodes and the Classifications that they
represent; and an N-to-N relationship between the
resultant Classifications and their Conclusions.

As described in [16], a Case can evaluate to TRUE for
multiple Condition paths in the condition mesh, hence a
Case can fetch multiple Classifications, where each
Classification may be linked to multiple Conclusions.
The way this was achieved was to allow, for example, a
sentence in natural language that could refer to multiple
websites within the same sentence, each website offering
a different conclusion. As well, Conclusions can be
reused across multiple Classifications, and those
Classifications may be reused across Condition paths,
and across multiple Cases. In C-MCRDR, a
Classification is a class, grouping, category or a set of
things that share one or more common properties. A
classification may be labelled using text or hyperlinks, or
it may remain unlabelled.

Figure 1 shows some labelled classifications in ICT
support (i.e "product A" and "winXP"). The approach
distinguishes classifications from conclusions. In C-
MCRDR, a conclusion represents one or more
propositions, or final statements, including actions that
one should take as a result of arriving at a given
classification. Many conclusion types are available
including the ones shown in grey in Figure 1:
getAttribute ('attributeName') indicates that the user
should be prompted to enter the value of a particular
attribute; a showfile('fileName') that displays a file or
provides a hyperlink to an uploaded file; an
advise('error-code') that provides a hyperlink to a
description of a particular error code; and a
refer(ruleNodeID) that refers to a conclusion or
classification provided at another RuleNode. Also unlike
the MCRDR knowledge representation, child
RuleNodes may inherit the axiomatic behaviour of
multiple parent RuleNodes using the refer( and/or link(
function or parents may adopt children via a shared child
RuleNode structure which allows multiple truths from
multiple users to be combined.

As described in [16], the C-MCRDR approach
supports case-driven KA in the same spirit as MCRDR,
however, the system also encourages and supports top-
down rule-driven KA. A rule-based approach allows
each party to efficiently communicate background
knowledge for a new domain, as well as to improve the
structure and quality of rules collected using a case-
driven approach. In contrast, a case-based approach
allows each party to efficiently refine leaf-knowledge as
their experience grows by assessing and refining specific
classes offered for the case under review.
An example is presented in Figure 1 in order to

demonstrate the benefits of the C-MCRDR model. In the
example, the user brings an empty case to the system.
The user is searching for a solution to the problem on
hand. The customer is experiencing performance
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rule 0: true

From another branch
in the mesh

RuleNode 341
'Registered bug but the
product is no longer

Case 14 :product type=A,
operating system = winXp
software version=2.9
error Code = X54321-Y

rule 4: rep('XP,9operating system')

rule 54: ('software version' >= '2.0') &
RuleNode 4 ('software version' < '3.0')
winXP'

RuleNode 54
rule 6 oftware version' >= '2.0')
&& ( s tware version' < '3.0') Patch7,8,93pdf`)

RuleNode 6
ode "We recommend that you

update the software using
update patch7: 8c9

rul23( er cde' =X54321 Y)

rule 262 ('discontinue date date.RuleNode323
From another brn RuleNode2623
in the mesh RueNd 262

% obsolete product" )
arule3 && 4 &&6)

rule lOb: (rule 26

RuleNode 463
Fiur 1 -MRD PriaCndtonMehEtedefo e4x1 p i

Figure 1: C-MCRDR Partial Condition Mesh (Extended from example in [16])
problems on a windows XP deployment of Product A
with software version 2.5 and the user suspects that the
customer needs to upgrade their software but they don't
know the details.

Referring to Figure 1, firstly, rule 1 tests that the
'product type' attribute has not been defined for the case.
Note that in this syntax, !? tests that the RHS of the
expression does not (!) exist (?). Obviously this is
TRUE for an empty case so the user is prompted by the
live/active RuleNode 1 to edit the case and enter the
'product type'. As well, rule 2 tests that the 'operating
system' has not been defined for the case. This is also
TRUE for the empty case so the user is prompted by the
live RuleNode 2 to edit the case and enter the 'operating
system'. Assuming that the user edits the case and enters
the product and operating system details as 'product A'
and 'windows XP', now rule 3 and rule 4 both evaluate
to TRUE. At this point rule 5 also evaluates to TRUE
and the user is prompted to enter the 'software version'.
Again, the user obliges and enters the software version as
2.5. The case then evaluates to TRUE for rule 6 and the
user receives the recommendation: "We recommended
that you update the software using update patch 7.8.9."
Through this process one or more individuals, potentially
over multiple sessions, have worked up the depicted
Case 1.

Extending the example, Figure 1 then demonstrates
that at some time later another call came in which shared
the same features with Case 1. However, the patch was
not appropriate in this situation because error code
X54321-Y has not been fixed in that patch. Case 2 is
added and RuleNodes 22 and 23 are added as exception
rules to override RuleNode 6, to request if there is an

error code and advise what the code means, respectively.
At a later date the same or another user receives a phone
call for a problem similar to Case 1, but the user says
they don't know how to install the patch. The knowledge
worker decides to add RuleNode 54 which links a pdf
file about the installation process.

Some time after, RuleNodes 262 and 341 are added as
exception RuleNodes to other parts of the condition
mesh. A problem arises which results in RuleNodes 23
and 262 firing and the domain user chooses to link these
two parent nodes with a new child RuleNode 463 which
refers to the classification in RuleNode 341.

The example, demonstrates several benefits of the C-
MCRDR model: 1) the rule tree is the result of multiple
expert opinions over time; 2) the knowledge structure
provides a guided trouble-shooting methodology for the
novice; 3) the user only has to enter attributes relevant to
their particular problem; 4) since the user can be guided
down several paths of the decision tree at once, they can
potentially arrive at a relevant solution more quickly than
if they could only traverse through a single decision path.

As described in [16], C-MCRDR allows editing of
any aspect of the knowledge base, including past cases,
the underlying ontology and rules to cater for the call
centre environment where cases are being worked up and
may continue to change over a period of months. This
may involve multiple people who are globally
distributed. To resolve conflicts which may arise when
edits are made, the system can optionally keep track of
previously seen cases, as well as the relationships
between cases, rule nodes, conditions, classifications and
conclusions. Further, and as described in [16], a key way
in which conflict is identified and resolved is via the
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notion of live versus registered nodes, where live
indicates that the system has determined that the node is
active, and registered is where a human user has
confirmed that the node should be active (i.e they agree).

Table 1: Recommended Prompts [16]
Rule

Node Status I -:

The RuleNode will not
Any Status 0 0 appear in the view for this

case hence ignore.

Disapproved 0 1 0 0 1

o i
Pending I 1 1 0 0

1 0
O 1 O 0 1

Approved 1 0 0 1 0
1 1 1 0 0

Table 2: A Possible
rtnnnhmcionn for rnca

Customer View of Case

the user in making their own decisions. Users can elect
to receive notifications of changes to (selected parts of)
the global knowledge can be sent to users via email or
SMS so that they may approve (an act of consensus) or
disapprove a change. If the user selects reject, they add
one or more refinement rules. If the rule is accepted the
rules status becomes live and registered. If nothing is
done, then the rule is live but not registered. Another
user at another time or place may choose to approve or
reject the rule.Recommended prompts for whether the
user has to accept / reject / or do nothing for the live and
/ or registered RuleNodes of a case that are pending /
approved or disapproved are shown in table 1
(O=FALSE, 1=TRUE). These recommended default
actions may be changed by system configuration
settings. We propose a similar approach to editing,
tracking and reconciling ontological differences.

To support different roles for different types of
knowledge workers, the system provides different access
rights. For example, some users such as customers may
have read-only privileges when viewing a case. As
shown in Figure 2, in this instance, the user can select
whether the conclusions provided helped or did not help
or if the user doesn't wish to comment, and this can be
recorded by the system. This interaction would not
result in any changes to the decision tree by this user, but
statistics gathered from the interaction could help system
designers assess confidence levels in the RuleNodes
seen.

High level information for produc
available at:

High level information for the winc
IYDlat+form cis available at:

http //microsoft com/helt/winXPa
oudae softwar

i is

Live can be seen as the public or cc
and registered as a private view rn
individual truths, similar to the use of
collaborative tagging. In this way conflict
as conflicts between the public and pri-
identified and brought to the users
reconciliation. In contrast, the count of
cases registered by users against a Rule1D
voting approach to achieving consensus

5. Related Work and Conclusions
o o0

The IkeWiki prototype Wiki system [12] is similarly
motivated to C-MCRDR and seeks to provide:
* a system that is compatible with existing social

systems (e.g Wikipedia) and semantic Web
0 i 0 I technologies (e.g. RDF and OWL); and

* ease of access and immediate value to users within a
web-based environment that has the sophistication

| and look and feel of an application environment.
0 0 *0 In their approach, experts from different domains can

collaborate freely as in a Wiki. Where necessary, a

)mmunity view, knowledge engineer can step in to create a formal

-,presnting the representation of the knowledge. While this is a
presenting the potentially viable alternative, we believe a technique that
anchor textin allows the domain users to be the primary person/s

s are negotiated responsible for structuring and formalising their own
vate view/s are knowledge, through a simple cycle of interacting with

attention for domain cases, will avoid well-known problems
the number of associated with the knowledge acquisition bottleneck and
'ode provides a ontological commitment which occur when we require a
and can assist third party, such as a knowledge engineering specialist,

Figure 2: Partial Screen Shot of Case View - user indicates their recommended action [161
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to perform knowledge acquisition.
Early work involving MCRDR and reconciling

multiple sources of expertise [11] used Formal Concept
Analysis [19] to automatically generate a shared concept
lattice from the MCRDR KB. In that work, however,
identification and resolution of conflict was not fully
integrated into the KA cycle, but performed as desired
when another expert view was to be compared. More
recently Beydoun et al. [2] have extended NRDR to
support cooperative KA. The approach seeks to detect
internal inconsistencies, which are inconsistencies
between multiple experts, and are resolved by the
domain expert as independent KBS are individually
integrated into the system. To assist, various estimates
are derived to determine the probability of internal
inconsistency and then determine a "trend of external
inconsistencies". The degree of external inconsistency is
seen to reflect how well the model represents the world
in terms of ontological consistency, completeness and
accuracy. As with the work described in this paper, "the
intuition is that a coherent collective expertise is a better
reflection of 'reality"' [2, p. 48]. C-MCRDR differs from
this research in that combining expertise is a normal part
of each of KA cycles with the goal being to develop a
shared and single model, which can contain managed
inconsistencies, rather than a technique employed to deal
with inconsistencies whenever a new KBS is to be
integrated. Incremental and continuous KA is necessary
in our call centre environment as multiple individuals
may be involved with specifying the same
problem/solution and need a way of working with the
knowledge spanning many subdomains entered by
themselves and others over time and space.
We live in a global society where knowledge needs to

be and is being shared and yet knowledge is a very
personal thing that varies from one individual to the next.
Thus organizations and society as a whole need
mechanisms for negotiating shared understandings of the
world. The C-MCRDR approach offers a case-driven
bottom up mode and a rule-driven top-down mode in
which collaborative acquisition of knowledge is the
norm, rather than an add-on or after thought, in the
realisation that the concepts within the call centre
domain do not exist in isolation but are the collective
wisdom of the individuals responsible for solving a
particular (class of) call centre case/s.
An initial trial using the C-MCRDR prototype showed

that users were able to collaborate to build up the system
knowledge. After one hour of training per person,
multiple knowledge workers were able to acquire enough
knowledge after a total of 7 hours of rule and case
building to cover problems conservatively estimated to
consume 4.5 hours of problem solving time every day
[16]. Though the trial was only conducted at one
geographical site, the vision is for global multi-user
collaboration. Next steps include further validation of the
C-MCRDR model both in other call centres and other
problem domains and to extend the ideas to collaborative
ontology engineering.
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